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 What is included in this theme? I created this template for my client because he wanted an awesome looking website that would
be easy to maintain and customize. What is not included in this template? I did not include any social media buttons. You are

more than welcome to add these yourself if you wish. I did however include a Google maps widget on the top right hand side of
the site. If you are interested in this theme I am always open to listening to your ideas. If you have any suggestions for me to

improve this template I would love to hear them. If you have a proposal for me to work on I would love to hear that too!Gene
ontology based gene function prediction of novel Escherichia coli K12 protein-protein interaction network. A global protein-
protein interaction (PPI) network of Escherichia coli K12 contains more than 8000 protein-protein interaction pairs, of which

511 are experimentally verified, and the remaining un-verified pairs constitute an invaluable source of novel information.
However, most of the current protein-protein interaction networks use an un-curated network as a reference. While, the human

and yeast protein-protein interaction networks are well characterized and functionally annotated, the E. coli PPI network is
considerably different and lacks the functional annotation. This work predicts the gene functions of the proteins in the E. coli

PPI network using the Gene Ontology (GO) approach. The results obtained from the experimentally verified proteins are
compared with the proteins having experimentally validated interactions (in the Reference network) to assess the accuracy of

the proposed method. The results obtained show that GO is a more suitable choice for the E. coli PPI network, as compared to
the disease and drug databases.Q: Can I use 'landscape' in this sentence? I am planning a passage in my high school English

paper. It is a sequel of a series of paintings, using the same set of scenery, but we can observe the changes of characters' attitude
to it. I mean to say that the surroundings are changing gradually to show the changing of characters' feelings. Am I right? A:

You're correct. "The surroundings change gradually" means the scenery changes, in this case, from day to day. You may also say
"The surroundings change gradually." For more, see here. Welcome to the internet 82157476af
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